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abSTraCT
The aim of this article is to study how selected variables influence delays in train traffic. Data has 
been collected on train movements, timetables, weather and capacity utilization on a highly utilized 
single-track railway line in southern Sweden during 2014. based on this dataset, we have analysed 
how different factors affect delays in passenger traffic. We measure delays in a novel way, as deviations 
from the scheduled duration for each line section and station stop, not as deviations from a published 
or operational timetable, and this allows us to identify when and where the delays first occur. average 
delays were much larger at station stops. The most significant factor affecting delays was the scheduled 
duration time at station stops and the existence of margins on line sections. If trains arrive to a line 
section or station stop slightly delayed they speed up the activity, otherwise they are typically delayed. 
The influence of weather was less significant and somewhat contradictory: snow and cold temperatures 
increase delays on line sections but reduce them at station stops, while precipitation made no differ-
ence. Capacity utilization seems to have a negative correlation with delays, but we have too little vari-
ation in the levels to be confident. all studied variables, except for precipitation, have impacts that are 
statistically significant to a very high degree of confidence, using both t-tests and regression analysis. 
The results of this study have important practical implications for timetable construction; for instance 
we estimate that a reallocation of scheduled time at stations could reduce delays by as much as 80%.
Keywords: allowances, delays, margins, punctuality, railroad, railway, station stop, timetable, trains, 
travel time variation.

1 INTrODuCTION
Punctuality is a key performance indicator and important success factor for the railway sys-
tems, and a failure in this key factor affects the competitiveness of railway transports relative 
to other transport modes [1]. 

a number of factors can influence the precision of the railway traffic [2]. harris [3] found 
that distance covered and train length were statistically significant in determining punctuality. 

running time margins are generally added to the nominal running time when setting up a 
timetable, as described by goverde [4]. Nominal running times are based on a maximal speed 
profile in normal conditions. To make a timetable realistic, margins are added to allow for 
variations in rolling stock performance, individual driving patterns for drivers, variations in 
weather conditions and other factors that may influence the running time. 

running time margins are typically expressed as a percentage of the nominal running time. 
International guidelines for running time margins are given in [5]. according to Pachl [6], 
common running time margins in europe are in the range of 3% to 7% and 6% to 8% in North 
america. according to goverde [4], the Dutch railways use a margin of 7% of the nominal 
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running time. Palmqvist [7] found that the actual running time margins for a selected line in 
Sweden were about 10%. Punctuality, disturbances and the optimal distribution of supple-
ments are discussed at length in Vromans [8]. Kroon et al. [9] developed a measure to assess 
at which part of the line time supplements were added. Parbo et al. [10] discuss the use of 
percentiles of a sample of actual times instead of defining theoretical running times and then 
add a percentage as margin. 

Ceder and hassold [11] found that one of the main causes for delays in New Zealand was 
heavy passenger load, which increases dwell times. bender et al. [12] state that time required 
for passenger boarding and alighting at stations is a critical element of overall train service 
performance. harris et al. [13] studied delays at stations in the Oslo area. They claim that 
these delays are often small in nature, poorly recorded and not well understood. 

Weather conditions can influence the railway traffic. Xia et al. [14] estimate the effects of 
weather conditions on railway operator performance of passenger train services. They found 
that wind gust, snow, precipitation, temperature and leaves contributed to infrastructure dis-
ruptions. Wei et al. [15] studied the cascade dynamics of delay propagation during severe 
weather. ludvigsen and Klaboe [16] and uIC [17] present how weather conditions affect 
train operator and railway infrastructure performance. 

railway capacity is recognized as an important factor regarding train punctuality [18, 19].
a growing data volume and data availability has enabled researches to study delays and 

delay causes on a relatively detailed level. markovic et al. [20] proposed machine learning 
models for analysing the relation between train arrival delays and selected characteristics 
of the railway system. gorman [21] used econometric methods on uS freight rail data to 
predict congestion delays. Total train running time was predicted based on free running time 
predictors (horsepower per ton, track topography and slow orders) and congestion-related 
factors (meets, passes, overtakes, number of trains, total train hours, train spacing variability 
and train departure headway). Wallander and mäkitalo [22] used a data-mining approach for 
analysing rail transport delays with the aim of developing a more robust timetable structure 
and provide tools for rail network planning. 

This article has a similar objective as Wallander and mäkitalo [22] and shows an example 
of how this type of analysis could be carried out. We relate delays to deviations from the 
scheduled running times between stations and to scheduled station times in order to distin-
guish between not only the places of occurrence of the delay, but also the actual use of the 
infrastructure. 

 There are well-established models based on physics for calculating nominal train running 
times, and such calculations are implemented in timetabling support tools. Time at stations 
has traditionally been set more empirically or based on tradition. Our aim is to map devia-
tions from these scheduled reference times, for each section along a selected line, and to 
investigate influencing factors. by focusing on how long an activity should take and how long 
it actually took, this approach also facilitates discussions related to the most efficient use of 
the infrastructure. We perform the analyses for both line sections and station stops. 

The main aim of this article is consequently to contribute to the methods by which devia-
tions can be understood through this novel approach on defining deviations. The article fur-
thermore contributes to the much-needed knowledgebase on deviations and punctuality in 
the railway system in order to reach a robust system, yet keeping an efficient use of the infra-
structure. The analysis is based on data from a single railway track in Sweden and various 
variables possibly influencing the occurrence and size of the delays. 
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2 meThOD

2.1 Key terminology and calculations

Punctuality is measured as percentage of late trains [1], while delays are measured by a time 
unit, such as minutes. Punctuality and delays provide an overview of the performance of a 
railway system and can be summarized to easily communicated numbers, such as punctuality 
of all trains on a line for a period, average delay or aggregated delay hours. however, from an 
analytical point of view, a lot of information is hidden in such aggregation.

When analysing railway traffic, nuanced presentations with higher resolution are desired. 
rietveld et al. [23] measure unreliability as deviations from a timetable. Noland and Polak 
[24] discuss travel time variability using a distribution of arrival times, without referencing 
a timetable. Nicholson et al. [25] instead propose three measures for the term ‘resilience’. 

The analyses in this article are based on differences between the actual and scheduled 
durations of activities, be they movements along line sections or station stops. If a stop at a 
station is scheduled to take two minutes but actually takes three, we would call that a delay 
of one minute. In the rare case that the stop only took one minute instead of two, that would 
register as a negative delay of one minute (-1). This article thus differs from what is typically 
meant by ‘delay’ in that, beyond the scheduled duration and any margins in it, we are not 
concerned with the timetable per se. If a train is scheduled to arrive at a station at 12:00 and 
depart at 12:02, thus with a scheduled duration of two minutes, but it actually arrives at 12:01 
and departs at 12:03, with an actual duration of two minutes, we would not register that as a 
delay. Instead, we would have registered the delay, with relation to the arrival and departure 
times, where and when the delay first occurred. 

The article furthermore differs from what is typically meant by ‘travel time variability’ in 
that we use the timetable as the baseline for how long activities ‘should’ take, instead of the 
average duration as measured over some time span. If a stop at a station is scheduled to take 
two minutes, but actually takes three minutes, we would consider that a delay of one minute 
even if the average dwell time is three minutes. from the perspective of travel time variabil-
ity, however, there would be no deviation. 

In the article, we use the term ‘average delay’. What we mean is an average conditional 
on the value of an explanatory variable. We also discuss relative risk, which indicates how 
much a factor increases or decreases the average delay in relative terms. The relative risk of 
delays is calculated as the average delay conditional on some value of an explanatory value, 
divided by the average delay across all station stops or line sections, as the case may be. This 
makes it easier to discern the effect of factors where the values or differences are small in 
absolute terms. 

The analysis of this article also makes use of the delay contribution. here we multiply 
the average delay with the number of observations and compare this to the total amount of 
delays. This allows us to identify which levels lead to the most delays, overall.

To ease comparison between the differing lengths of line sections, between the speeds of 
trains, and so on, we have chosen to use ratios instead of absolute time units. Throughout we 
have chosen to use the scheduled duration as the denominator. If the scheduled duration is 
100 seconds and the total margin for that activity is 10 seconds, we would register that as an 
allowance of 0.10 or 10%. 
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for durations we normalize with the average duration for the respective activity. across our 
sample those averages are approximately 100 seconds for station stops and 197 seconds for 
line sections. a scheduled stop of two minutes is thus translated to a duration of 1.20 while 
a scheduled movement along a line section of two minutes would translate to 0.61. We have 
then rounded these ratios to one or two decimal points to limit the number of distinct values 
we work with and to ensure that there are enough observations in each bin for their average 
delays to be reasonably stable. 

2.2 Data

The railway line analysed in this study is 113 km long, electrified, single track, with dense 
and heterogeneous regional traffic. This makes it a fairly typical case in a Scandinavian con-
text. It is located in the far south of Sweden and goes almost straight to the east from helsing-
borg on the western coast to Kristianstad near the eastern shore, connecting the West Coast 
line and the Southern main line. 

The article is based on four main datasets: train movements on the railway line for the year 
of 2015, detailed timetables for these trains, weather observations from around the region and 
the calculated capacity utilization along the railway. These datasets have been linked together 
through a series of access databases, resulting in data for over 198,000 stops at 13 stations 
and 363,000 movements along 20 line sections. Details about the component datasets follow 
below.

The core of our data is that of registered train movements. We do not have data from every 
signal, but at certain points, typically where trains can meet. arrival and departure of the 
trains are logged for purposes of traffic control, punctuality measurement, etc. from these 
logs we can calculate the actual duration of the activity, whether it was a stop at a station or 
a movement between them. 

Timetables for trains in Sweden are created and stored in the tool TrainPlan. The geograph-
ical resolution is almost the same as above. We have received exports from this programme, 
in which we can see every planned activity and its allotted time. This covers both stops and 
movements. from this we extract the scheduled duration and any margins that may have been 
allotted. 

We have meteorological observations from measuring stations in connection to the studied 
railway line, over the variables – snow depth, precipitation and temperature. The two former 
variables are measured once per day, the latter every hour. Snow depth is presented as metres, 
with a precision of two decimal points. Temperature is in degrees Celsius, precipitation in 
millimetres. 

The infrastructure manager has adopted an interpretation of the uIC [18, 19] guidelines 
for how to calculate the capacity utilization on line sections and provided us with the results. 
however, this framework does not include a method to calculate the utilization of capacity 
at stations. In order to look at this, we define our own measure. first we calculated, for every 
day and hour, how many trains passed through the station. Then we took the maximum value 
and set it as the maximum capacity for every given station. finally, we compared the utiliza-
tion over every day and hour with the maximum for that station to get two ratios, one for the 
daily utilization and one for the peak utilization.

a summary of studied variables is found in Table 1. 
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Table 1: Description of studied variables.

Variable Description

earlier delay The train’s delay at the beginning of the ac-
tivity, as a fraction of the scheduled duration 
of the activity. early arrivals are counted as 
negative delays.

Scheduled duration The amount of time scheduled for an activity, 
be it line section or station  stop, before mar-
gins are applied. Normalized by the average 
scheduled  duration for the respective activity 
and presented as a fraction.

margins The amount of margins in the timetable 
for the current activity.  Normalized by the 
scheduled duration and presented as a per-
centage.

Temperature Degree Celsius, measured hourly.
Precipitation rain or snowfall [mm], measured daily.
Snow Depth of snow [m], measured daily.
Day of the week monday (1) through Sunday (7)
month of the year January (1) through December (12)
Capacity utilization Percentage of maximum theoretical capacity 

on line section or at station.  Calculated and 
analysed both for an entire day and for peak 
load.

2.3 analysis

In order to analyse the impact of these variables on delays we make use of three basic steps. 
The first is to determine if the studied variables had a statistically significant impact on the 

delays. We used Welch’s t-test to do this, which is a more general version of Student’s t-test, 
which permits the studied samples to have different sizes and variances. here the data is seg-
mented based on the value of the explanatory variable. for example, we look at temperatures 
below zero and temperatures that are above zero and find out whether the average delays for 
these samples are significantly different from each other. 

a second step is to perform linear regressions for delays at station stops and line sections 
respectively in order to give an overview of the trend of each studied variable. These are not 
intended to be the focus of the article or to provide good predictive models. This regression 
analysis assumes that, instead of there being two categories within each variable, there is a 
linear relationship between the studied variable and delays occurring. 

The third step of the analysis includes three different plots for each variable across line 
sections and station stops, each emphasizing different aspects of the data. each explanatory 
variable is plotted against the average delay, the relative risk and the delay contribution as 
defined in Section 2.1 for line sections and station stops respectively. These plots together 
give a more complete and nuanced picture than either the t-tests or the regressions, and visual 
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inspection can reveal if the studied variables vary along with delays in any recognizable pat-
tern or if there is no pattern at all. Due to limitation of space this article presents only two 
diagrams. The result is thus mainly presented in text.

3 reSulTS aND DISCuSSION

3.1 line sections and station stops

The presentation of the results begins with an overview over the average delays and prob-
abilities of being delayed on line sections and at station stops. as Table 2 shows, the average 
delay for a train on a line section is very close to zero, while significant delays are to be 
expected at the scheduled station stops. The values in Table 2 are normalized with regard to 
the scheduled duration. 

Table 2 also illustrates that for movements on line sections, the probability of being exactly 
on time is higher than at stations, and the probability of gaining time is higher than that of 
losing it. at stations almost half of all stops take longer than scheduled. The delays that do 
occur also tend to be larger at station stops than on line sections. 

3.2 T-test and regression analysis 

To test the significance of the studied variables we first use Welch’s t-test. The results of these 
are summarized in Table 3. most of the variables were found to have a highly significant 
impact on delays. 

We then perform regression analyses on the line section and station stop data respectively. both 
of these yield results similar to the t-test, and the key results are also summarized in Table 3. 

a number of coefficients differ in sign between the regression for line sections and station 
stops: the three weather variables increase delays on line sections while reducing them at 
stations, while month by month the delays decrease on line sections and increase at stations. 

3.3 about the explanatory variables

In the following section we discuss the results of visual analysis of more than 60 plots over 
the explanatory variables impacts on delays. This analysis allows us to see patterns that are 
not visible in Table 3. We do not have the space to show more than a couple of these diagrams 
but briefly discuss the others in text. 

3.3.1 Timetable factors
Visual analysis indicates that small earlier deviations from the timetable affect the occurrence 
delays on line sections. One possible interpretation is that if trains arrive a little before the 

Table 2: average delays and probabilities of delay.

Summary statistics Probability of finishing activity
average 

delay
Standard 
deviation

early On time Delayed Delayed by 
more than 

100%
line section 0.00 0.01 24% 58% 18% 0%
Station stop 0.44 1.21 19% 34% 47% 41%
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Table 3: results of t-tests and regression analysis

Input Welch’s  t-test regression

Variable Source Value aver-
age

St. 
Dev.

Value aver-
age

St. 
Dev.

p-
value

Coef-
ficient

p-
value

earlier delay 
of train

line 
section

>0 0.00 0.00 <=0 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00

Station 
stop

0.14 1.11 0.78 1.22 0.00 −0.05 0.00

Scheduled 
duration

line 
section

>1 0.00 0.01 <=1 0.00 0.01 0.27 0.00 0.00

relative to 
average

Station 
stop

0.08 0.73 0.54 1.30 0.00 −0.22 0.00

margins in 
timetable

line 
section

>0 0.00 0.01 <=0 0.00 0.01 0.00 −0.01 0.00

Station 
stop

−0.43 0.92 0.44 1.21 0.00 0.00 0.00

Temperature 
line 
section

<0 0.00 0.01 >=0 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00

Station 
stop

0.35 1.20 0.44 1.21 0.00 0.00 0.01

Precipitation line 
section

>0 0.00 0.01 0 0.00 0.01 0.05 0.00 0.00

Station 
stop

0.44 1.16 0.44 1.24 1.00 0.00 0.39

Snow depth line 
section 

>0 0.00 0.01 0 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.02 0.00

Station 
stop

0.29 1.14 0.45 1.21 0.00 −1.16 0.00

Day of week line 
section

6-7 0.00 0.01 1-5 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00

Station 
stop

0.42 1.17 0.44 1.22 0.01 −0.01 0.00

month of 
year 

line 
section

0.00 0.00

Station 
stop

0.02 0.00

Capacity 
utilization

line 
section

0.01 0.00

calculated 
daily

Station 
stop

0.06 0.00

Capacity 
utilization

line 
section

−0.01 0.00

calculated at 
peak

Station 
stop

−0.03 0.10
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scheduled arrival time the drivers seem to slow down, and if they are a little bit late, they try 
to catch up as best they can. This effect disappears as the deviations become larger, both in 
positive and negative values. 

Station stops were shortest when trains arrived a few minutes after the scheduled arrival 
time. Trains that arrived either on time or early to the station were on average delayed at the 
stations so that they depart with a delay of around half a minute, regardless of how early they 
were. Trains that arrived more than a few minutes late were on average delayed even more 
at the station. 

On line sections margins have greater impact on delays than the scheduled duration. While 
longer line sections on average had slightly lower delays than shorter ones, the effect is not 
statistically significant, as we see in Table 3. most delays on line sections in our sample are 
caused when trains have no margins, although negative margins do occur and contribute to a 
small degree. The relationship is illustrated in fig. 1. The most effective level for delay reduc-
tion is around 10%, while the greatest delay reduction is achieved with margins around 80%. 
On line sections we find this to be the single most important variable for explaining delays.

margins are less well defined at station stops compared to margins on line sections. In the 
sample we study only a few hundred trains have clearly labelled margins, and those are on 
the order of hours per station stop, clearly intended for other purposes. Instead, the sched-
uled duration of the stop is more important and is manually set by the timetable constructor. 
figure 2 illustrates that the average delay is significant if the scheduled duration is lower 
than 160 seconds. The greatest reduction in delays occurs at a duration of 210 seconds, and 

figure 1: relative risk of delays at different margin levels on line sections.

figure 2: average delays at stations, scheduled duration.
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thereafter additional station time increases the average delays. This variable, scheduled time 
at station stops, explains more of the delays than any other, both at stations and in total. 

Knowing this, we might seek to reallocate the time at stations so as to reduce the delays. 
To do this we chose a strategy where the total scheduled duration across all stations stops is 
not allowed to increase, while trying to minimize the total delay time. as a result, we set 21% 
of the station stops to 210 seconds and the rest at 50 seconds. using the estimated effect on 
delays from fig. 2, we found that this reallocation could reduce delays by as much as 80% 
without increasing the scheduled travel times. 

3.3.2 Weather variables
None of the weather variables we study are found to have a large impact on delays; the coef-
ficients and differences in average delays are relatively small in Table 3, even if the impact is 
statistically significant for both snow and temperature. 

Visual inspection reveals that an increasing snow depth increases the delays on line sec-
tions and reduces delays at stations, while precipitation does not seem to have a significant 
effect on delays at all. Temperatures below zero contribute to raising the average delays on 
line sections, while milder temperatures pull the average towards trains arriving early. at sta-
tions we find quite the opposite: the risk of delays decreases around the freezing point, while 
more normal temperatures are associated with delays. 

3.3.3 Time: days of the week, months of the year
Visual inspection reveals a noticeable and statistically significant difference between the 
average delays across the seven days of the week, with delays being the smallest at the week-
end and largest on mondays. This is almost entirely explained by how many trains run each 
day, as the correlation between the daily averages and the number of trains running on the 
same days is over 92% on line sections and 70% at stations. 

The risk of being delayed also varies from month to month. On line sections we do not dis-
cern any pattern or seasonal effect, while at stations the risk increased slowly as the months 
went by. The risk was around 25% lower than average during the early part of the year and 
about as much higher towards the end. 

3.3.4 Capacity utilization
Capacity utilization is the factor that we are the least confident about, both for line sections 
and station stops, and especially using the peak measure. 

The railway line we study is not very long and only has three different levels of capacity 
utilization for line sections, calculated by the infrastructure manager. The regression analysis 
reported in Table 3 showed a small positive correlation, but our visual inspection instead 
shows a negative correlation between capacity utilization and delays. We hypothesize that 
this mismatch is due to a too small number of distinct capacity utilization levels in our sample 
and does not draw any strong conclusions about this variable. 

Capacity utilization is not defined and calculated in the same way for stations as for line 
sections, so we define and use a measure of our own, described in the method chapter. When 
we use the daily measure for stations, the risk is somewhat elevated when the capacity utili-
zation is 70%. using the peak measure, which we are less confident about methodologically, 
we instead see a reduction at the same level. again, we do not think any strong conclusions 
should be drawn from this. 
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4 CONCluSIONS
In this article we have used a novel approach of looking at where delays occur, a method 
which makes it easy to distinguish between delays occurring on line sections and those occur-
ring at station stops. by focusing on how long an activity should take and how long it actually 
took, this approach also facilitates discussions about efficient use of the infrastructure. 

The results indicate that variables influencing delays do so to different degrees, sometimes 
even with different signs, on line sections and at station stops. We also showed that, at least 
on this railway line, delays at station stops were by far the biggest problem. 

We found that the timetable was the most important factor for explaining delays. Trains 
with slight delays make better time on average, both on line sections and at station stops. 
Those that instead are early or with larger delays typically require more time, increasing 
delays. When margins of around 10% exist on line sections the risk of delays falls, while 
larger margins are less efficient. On station stops a duration of 210 seconds is optimal for 
reducing delays, and we propose that these should be mixed with stops of 50 seconds to 
obtain a good balance between minimizing delays and minimizing the expected travel time. 
We estimate that by reallocating existing station time in this manner, it is possible to reduce 
delays by as much as 80%. 

Weather had some contradictory impacts. On line sections delays increase as temperatures 
fall, or if there is snow. at stations the same conditions actually improve performance, and in 
our sample the effect at stations was more important. Precipitation had no significant impact 
on delays. The average delays are slightly smaller on weekends, especially on line sections, 
and this is mostly because there are fewer trains running then than during the week. The 
number of trains also explains part of the variation of delays between months when we look 
at stations, but not on line sections. We do not detect a clear pattern regarding capacity utiliza-
tion and its effect on delays. 

The results of this study have important practical implications for railway traffic planning. 
Some factors, such as weather, cannot be influenced, but their impact on traffic is still impor-
tant to know when establishing plans. Other factors, such as the distribution of margins, and 
length of station stops are factors that planners can influence. 

from a research perspective we have shown that it is both possible and useful to gather and 
analyse large volumes of data about train movements in this manner: analysing even small 
deviations from the timetable, identifying when and where the deviations occur, considering 
the differences between line sections and station stops, and combining several datasets and 
explanatory variables.

We shall continue our research expanding the network size, time period and number of 
variables studied, and increasing the depth of analysis. 
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